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Abstract

Most ecological networks are analysed as static structures, where all observed species and links are present simultaneously. However, this is over-simplified, because networks are temporally dynamical. We resolved an arctic, entire-season plant–flower visitor network into a temporal series of 1-day networks and compared the properties with its static equivalent based on data pooled over the entire season. Several properties differed. The nested link pattern in the static network was blurred in the dynamical version, because the characteristic long nestedness tail of flower–visitor specialists got stunted in the dynamical networks. This tail comprised a small food web of pollinators, parasitoids and hyper-parasitoids. The dynamical network had strong time delays in the transmission of direct and indirect effects among species. Twenty percent of all indirect links were impossible in the dynamical network. Consequently, properties and thus also robustness of ecological networks cannot be deduced from the static topology alone.

Introduction

Today, much community ecology revolves around one of its newest tool kits, complex network analysis, e.g. [1]. Most research in this field uses data aggregated over extensive spatial and temporal spans. In studies of pollination networks, for example, study plot size and period differ by 2–3 orders of magnitude, from just 130 m² to 30 ha and from only three days to as much as 12 years [2–3]. This pooling of data in space and time, beyond the range and lifespan of most species and individuals, produces pivotal insight and is clearly necessary in order to obtain robust patterns, but may also blur our understanding of detailed processes behind biodiversity dynamics and preservation. To what extent this is a problem we hardly know [1]. Here, we focus upon this issue and estimate how central properties of a temporally well resolved network are affected when shifting from a static to dynamical analysis, e.g. [4–5].

Mutualistic plant–animal networks, and in particular pollination networks, are well–studied in network ecology [2,6–9]. They are 2-mode networks of interacting plants and animals, and their pattern of links shows distinct structures, especially nestedness seems almost ubiquitous [10–12]. In a nested pattern we get a link–dense core and two tails of links, because links of specialized species (here tail species) are subsets of links of generalised species (here core species) [File S1]. Theoretical studies demonstrate that nestedness stabilises a network against perturbations, again holding implications for conservation, e.g. [13–16]. The temporal dynamics of nestedness, however, has rarely been explored [17].

The consensus achieved about structural robustness of static networks in general, is that highly linked hubs are key stabilizers [18]. However, this conclusion was reached without incorporating information about temporal dynamics. Doing so, Tanaka et al. [19] demonstrated theoretically that important key nodes, which determine dynamical robustness, got low connectivity. Thus, knowledge about static networks cannot always be extrapolated to their dynamical equivalents [5].

Ecological networks consist of nodes with their inherent temporal dynamics, e.g. species have a phenophase, representing their network membership period. During its phenophase, a species interacts with other species, which are entering and leaving the network. A study of such time correlations and the relative temporal ordering of linkage events among species require temporally well–resolved data [20]. In pollination biology and in ecology in general, only few studies are based on datasets partitioned into successive time slices. However, such data make it feasible to track the seasonal or yearly dynamics of networks and their species in detail [2,21–27].

We examined dynamical aspects of a temporally and taxonomically highly resolved arctic plant–flower visitor network, and (1) addressed to what extent the observed nestedness pattern in the static network version, especially the characteristic link tails, but also the link core, was affected by temporal resolution, (2) analysed the temporal dynamics of the nestedness tails in relation to the natural history of their species, and (3) estimated the time delays in the transmission of effects between all species pairs.

Materials and Methods

Study site and period

Study site was a 500×500 m plot near the high–arctic research station Zackenberg in NE Greenland (74°28’ N, 20°35’ W) [27–
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Study period included two full seasons (2010 and 2011), i.e. from the last snow melted in spring to the first frost and snowfall in autumn. The study site is the same as in [27]. The Greenland Ecosystem Monitoring Coordination Group at the National Environmental Research Institute, Aarhus University approved our research proposals for access and research activities in both 2010 and 2011. No species protected by national or international treaties were sampled in this project. For both years, we constructed a plant-flower visitor network of all flowering plant species and their flower visitors (here operationally termed pollinators). The 'network phenophase' of a plant species is the time between its first and last observed pollinator visit, and the network phenophase of a pollinator species is the time between its first and last observed visit to a flower. If $1$ interaction was observed between a plant and a pollinator species they were scored as interacting during their entire phenophase overlap. This is the most conservative approach with respect to the estimation of visitation activity and hides single days of inactivity during their phenophase. The complete network season for the study site lasts from when the first to the last flower of any plant species is observed to receive a visit from any pollinator species. In 2010 and 2011, the network seasons lasted 70 and 69 days, and 54 and 52 days were spent observing and collecting in the field, respectively. All field days were sunny and calm, and thus assumed being suitable for foraging insects.

Pollinator census

On each field day lasting from 09 to 17 hrs, observations of insect visitation to flowers were made at all flowering plant species within the study plot by CR or JBM. The daily census per plant species lasted 40 min, i.e. we spent 20 min at each of two randomly selected flowering individuals (same observation proto-
Phenology of core and tail species

Phenophase of core and tail species is a static network property. This crucial difference between static and dynamic networks is illustrated in Figs. 1–2. In a nested network, tail species are linked to core species, and most pollination networks have relatively many tail pollinator species compared to tail plants [33]. We tested if the phenophase of tail pollinator species visiting the same core plant species segregated randomly in time. That is, if the tail pollinators were linked and interacted in a predictable manner to the core plant species in the network or not. This is a so-called 1-dimensional “pencil box” or mid-domain effect [34], where most overlap under random expectations is expected to be around the middle of the season. The “domain” becomes the time-span from the phenophase start of the earliest tail pollinator species to the end of the last pollinator tail species of a given core plant species. The software RangeModel v. 5 tests if the observed segregation of tail pollinator phenophases across the domain or the season of the core plant differs from random [35]. RangeModel is a Monte Carlo simulation tool for assessing geometric constraints on species richness.

Time delay between species in the network

In an ecological network all species are connected, either directly or indirectly (Figs. 1–2). If the latter is the case, the connection passes through a series of directly linked species. The time delay (or distance) \( d_{ij} \) between two directly or indirectly linked species \( i \) and \( j \) is the time difference between the start of their phenophases. \( i \) and \( j \) may be a plant and pollinator species, two plants or two pollinators. In the latter two cases, the linkage is always indirectly through either a pollinator or a plant, respectively. Such species become temporal couplers of \( i \) and \( j \) (TC in Fig. 2B). In order to estimate \( d_{ij} \) we used the phenophase data. Then the delay between any species pair has to be constrained by the relative position of their phenophases [20]. In [20], Tang et al. looked at 1–mode human–contact and brain–cortical networks, but the concept can easily be adopted by 2–mode network analysis. A 2–mode network is made up of two interacting communities, e.g. plants and their pollinators. Static ecological networks are most often small–worlds with short path length and high clustering, resulting in high connectivity, e.g. [36]. In such networks, species and their links are all assumed to have complete temporal overlap, i.e. their presence is simultaneous and \( d_{ij} = 0 \) (Figs. 1A, 2A). Consequently, disturbances spread immediately among species, whether they are directly or indirectly connected, because time delays are ignored. Thus static networks overestimate real connectivity because they do not catch these time–dependent properties [20]. This crucial difference between static and dynamic networks is illustrated in Figs. 1–2.

In addition to phenophase, other natural history constraints affect time delay between indirectly liked species, e.g. variation in

For simplicity, we sorted all species into tail and core species with \( L \leq 2 \) and \( >2 \), respectively (File S1; [2], see also [29]).

Nestedness tail

We constructed a static version of our study network by pooling all species and links for an entire season. Using our daily visitation observations and the definition of network phenophase of a species (see Study site and period), we also described the network temporally as a consecutive series of networks, each representing one field day, i.e. each network had a slice “thickness” of only one day. We visualized the temporality of the network during an entire season using the R library ‘timeordered’ by Blonder et al. [30].

Level of nestedness \( NODF \) (Nestedness measure based on Overlap and Decreasing Fits) of the static and temporal versions was estimated using the software ANINHADO v. 3.03 [31–32]. Number of tail ‘\( T \)’ species and core species ‘\( C \)’ of the temporal and static network was compared.

In a nested network, tail species are linked to core species, and most pollination networks have relatively many tail pollinator species compared to tail plants [33]. We tested if the phenophase of tail pollinator species visiting the same core plant species segregated randomly in time. That is, if the tail pollinators were linked and interacted in a predictable manner to the core plant species in the network or not. This is a so-called 1-dimensional “pencil box” or mid-domain effect [34], where most overlap under random expectations is expected to be around the middle of the season. The ‘domain’ becomes the time-span from the phenophase start of the earliest tail pollinator species to the end of the last pollinator tail species of a given core plant species. The software RangeModel v. 5 tests if the observed segregation of tail pollinator phenophases across the domain or the season of the core plant differs from random [35]. RangeModel is a Monte Carlo simulation tool for assessing geometric constraints on species richness.
host plant preference. Here, such transmission delay effects caused by the specific biology of the temporal couplers were ignored.

$d_{ij}$ was calculated for all species pairs and related to network type, i.e. 2-mode directed networks (plant–to–pollinator network and pollinator–to–plant network) and derived 1-mode networks (pollinator–pollinator and plant–plant networks). We also calculated mean $d$ between directly or indirectly linked core and tail species.

### Results

#### Phenophase of core and tail species

Core plants and pollinators had similar phenophase length (30–33 days; Table 1; Wilcoxon test [2010–2011 pooled]: $Z = 0.056$, $P = 0.96$) and so had tail plants and pollinators (4–8 days; Table 1; Wilcoxon test [2010–2011 pooled]: $Z = 1.42$, $P = 0.16$). Core plants, however, had a seven times longer phenophase than tail plants, and core pollinators had a four times longer phenophase than tail pollinators (Table 1). Phenophase length correlated with L (Plants [2010–2011 pooled]: $R^2 = 0.71$, $F_{1,64} = 160$, $P < 0.001$; pollinators: $R^2 = 0.59$, $F_{1,164} = 239$, $P < 0.001$).

The temporal dynamics of the network is shown in Fig. 3, illustrating its high variability in link density. Here, the individual networks have a time–slice thickness of 10 days.

#### Nestedness tails

Static network matrices were significantly nested (2010: $\text{NODF} = 7.8$, $P < 0.05$; 2011: $\text{NODF} = 6.3$, $P < 0.01$).

We compared tail length of static and dynamical 1-day networks. In static networks, relative tail length $t/(c+t)$; where $t$ and $c$ are number of tail and core species, respectively] was 0.51–0.69 for pollinators and 0.21–0.25 for plants (Table 1). Thus, the static networks had more tail pollinator species than core species ($t/(c+t)>0.50$), whereas overall only a few plants were tail species. In the dynamical networks, however, the daily tails got stunted: $t/(c+t) = 0.21–0.37$ for pollinators and only 0.03–0.05 for plants (Table 1). Consequently, a distinct nestedness tail only became discernible in networks with increasing temporal data pooling. Only a mean of 5–8 daily tail species were present simultaneously in the dynamical 1–day networks in contrast to 40–61 tail species in the static network (Table 1).

Temporal segregation of tail pollinator species for each core plant species differed significantly from random (File S2, data from 2011), and each core plant had a late-seasonal burst of tail pollinators (Fig. 4). The core plant *Dryas octopetala* differed from this pattern, because it had an early burst of tail pollinators.

#### Time delay

We analysed time delay $d$ among species (Table 2). In the 2010–network, total numbers of pollinator and plant species were $A = 78$ and $P = 34$ species, respectively, and link number was $I = 295$, giving a connectance of $C = 100 \frac{I}{AP} = 11\%$ for the static network. In the 1–day networks, effects between the 295 linked species pairs were on average delayed 6–8 days (Table 2A). Since only 11% of all possible direct links were observed, 89% remained unobserved or forbidden [28]. However, since the static network was one coherent giant component, unlinked species pairs had to be indirectly connected through other species termed static couplers. Indirect linkage in dynamical networks was more complex. These networks had four kinds of indirect linkage.

### Table 1. Comparison of static and dynamical networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Start (d)</th>
<th>End (d)</th>
<th>Length (d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average phenophase (d)</th>
<th>Pollinators</th>
<th>Plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core species</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail species</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core species</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail species</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Networks</th>
<th>Static networks</th>
<th>Dynamical networks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pollinator species</td>
<td>Plant species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>No. core species ($c$)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. tail species ($t$)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative tail length $t/(c+t)$</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>No. core species ($c$)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. tail species ($t$)</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative tail length $t/(c+t)$</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A core species has $L > 2$ and a tail species has $L = 2$. $L$ of a species is its number of links to other species. $d$, day number or number of days.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0081694.t001
(Fig. 2B): two kinds connected species with overlapping phenophases, and two kinds connected species with non-overlapping phenophases. Indirect links passed through temporal coupler species (TCs), e.g., indirect links between plants passed through pollinator couplers and indirect links between plants and pollinators passed through 1–several pairs of pollinator–plant couplers (Fig. 2). Indirect links between species with overlapping phenophases were more frequent than between those with non-overlapping phenophases (60% vs. 40%; Table 2D). Indirect links between species with overlapping phenophases and where the connection went from the earliest to the latest species had a mean delay of 15 days (Table 2D). Indirect links between species with overlapping phenophases and where the connection went from the latest to the earliest species had no delay, i.e., 1 day (Table 2D), because when the late species entered the network it could immediately interact through couplers with the early species already present in the network. Indirect links between species with non-overlapping phenophases and where the link went from the earliest to the latest species had a mean delay of as much as 31 days (Table 2D). Indirect links between species with non-overlapping phenophases and where the link had to pass from the latest to the earliest species were impossible (Table 2D), because a species i entering the network after species j has left the network cannot connect to j, i.e., effects back in time were impossible, at least within the same season. Such temporally impossible indirect links constituted 20% of all indirect links (Table 2E), and they are a unique feature of temporally dynamical networks, not discernible in their static equivalents.

On average, direct linkage time delay was as short as 5 days from a tail species to its interacting core species (Table 2B) and so was the delay between core species (9 days). In contrast, delay from a core species to a tail species was long (25 days), and so was the delay between tail species (19 days). For the indirectly linked species, only 5% of all core–core species connections were temporally impossible (Table 2E). Whereas, the same figure for tail–tail species connections was 40%. Temporally impossible connections from tail to core species were twice as frequent, as in the opposite direction (28% vs. 14%; Table 2E).

Discussion

Static vs. dynamic networks

Spatio-temporal data accumulation in network studies is essential in order to obtain robust results. However increasing the spatial and temporal scale also blurs our understanding of the finer dynamics, because during accumulation, we artificially increase the incidences of spatial and phenological coupling between species by ignoring the spatio-temporal ordering of the species and their links [28,37]. Here we compared the structure and behaviour of static and temporally dynamical networks.

First we looked at the iconic pattern of nestedness observed in most 2–mode networks [10–12]. Only a few pollination networks are sufficiently resolved in time to allow temporal analyses of

Figure 3. Visualization of the temporal dynamics of the network in 2011. It shows the strong variability in link pattern during the season. Each network is based on the accumulation of data over a 10–day period, with day of year indicated in for each of the seven networks. Green represent the plants and other colors are insects (blue, Diptera; brown, Heteroptera; red, Hymenoptera; yellow, Lepidoptera). The figure was made in the R package "timeordered" [30].

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0081694.g003
nestedness and frequencies of core and tail species [38]. In a 4-yr Greek plant–pollinator network study [25], a 12-yr Spanish nectar plant–butterfly network study [2], and a 4-yr Chinese plant–pollinator study [23], annual turnover of core and tail species was estimated. Only [2] used the core–tail dichotomy, but in essence all studies demonstrated that in contrast to core species, tail species had a high turnover across seasons or years. Here we showed that even within seasons the turnover of tail species was strong.

The generic picture of strong nestedness in static networks, which portrays two tails of many specialists and a core of a few generalists, needs to be reconsidered in dynamical network analysis.

Firstly, the static network had a long tail of pollinators, but a very short plant tail. This may be grounded in methodology as our sampling protocol was plant-focused, i.e. we made our observations at flowers and did not follow individual pollinators flying among plants. A plant-focused approach may accumulate more links per plant than per pollinator species. In general, all pollination network studies are plant-focused, except for a couple including information about pollinator pollen load, e.g. [39], and the pollinator tail is, generally, longer than the plant tail. In a sample of 47 pollination networks, relative pollinator tail length ($t/(t+c)$) was 0.67, but significantly lower for the plant tail, i.e. 0.29 (Paired $t = 4.61$; unpublished). These figures are similar to the ones from this study, i.e. 0.69 and 0.25, respectively. In the pollinator-focused study by Bosch et al. [39], the pollinator tail shortened 0.6-fold. In 26 seed dispersal network studies from the literature, 13 were animal-focused (data collected from faeces or by tracking foraging animals), five were plant-focused and eight both. Relative tail length of plant-focused networks was 0.36 and 0.19 for animals and plants, respectively. However, in animal-focused networks the plant tail was longest, i.e. 0.28 and 0.49 for animal and plant tails, respectively. In studies based on both plant and animal sampling, tails were of equal size, i.e. 0.22 and 0.28 for animals and plants, respectively. Thus the tail was longest for the community, which was not the focus of the observations (Paired $t = 2.72$; unpublished). Therefore the variation in tail length is partly driven by methodology.

Secondly, tail pollinator species make up a mixed bag of ecological and evolutionary specialists: floral reward specialists, pollinator predators and parasitoids, rare species, common species at their range margin, migrants, species including floral resources...

Figure 4. Temporal segregation of tail pollinators for core plants with the longest tail. Black bars indicate plant phenophase and blue, green and red those of tail pollinators, flower visiting parasitoids and flower visiting hyper–parasitoids, respectively. The black curve at the bottom of each panel gives the daily variation in number of tail species to the particular core plant, whereas the blue curve gives the expected number under random conditions as produced by the software RangeModel.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0081694.g004
as a minor dietary component, and arctic and montane animals using flowers as sun–basking sites (pers. obs.). However, in spite of this diversity of ecological roles, their network topological role, in general, becomes the same, viz. interaction with core network members resulting in asymmetrical dependency between the core and tail [40–41]. Static nested networks show long tails connected to a few core species and thus suggest functional and topological redundancy or equivalence among tail species [42]. In dynamic network mode, this interpretation is too simplified and perhaps wrong. In our arctic community the pollinator tail constitute a temporal sequence of ephemeral species, together offering a continuous supply of mutualistic partners to the core plant members. This may be important in sustaining core plants during their long phenophase, i.e. closing temporal windows with otherwise insufficient pollinator supply.

Thirdly, towards the end of the season, core plants build–up a small food web in their tail, consisting of pollinators, parasitoids and even hyper–parasitoids. Dryas octopetala, however, had a burst of tail visitors at the beginning of its flowering. The reason might be that this plant species was exceedingly abundant and thus acted as a strong attractant to several early–season insects.

The arctic dominance of Diptera and hymenopteran parasitoids

Compared to low–latitude pollination networks, arctic networks have a unique taxonomic pollinator composition. At Zackenberg, 74% and 14% of the pollinator fauna were dipterans and hymenopteran parasitoids, respectively. Worldwide, Diptera only constitutes 42.0% (unpublished) of the fauna of a pollination network. However, the range known from arctic sites is 67–77% [43–44]. The diversity of flower–visiting hymenopteran parasitoids may also increase with latitude [45]. Consequently, an understanding of the natural history of these two dominant groups may explain how they drive the topology of arctic networks.

At Zackenberg, most insect groups had representatives in the pollinator tail. Among the hymenopteran parasitoids almost all were tail species (2010: 86%; 2011: 94%). Muscidae and Chironomidae were the richest Diptera families both with many tail species. Chironomidae becomes more dominant in the high Arctic. Greenland has 100+ species [46], and at Zackenberg they constituted 25 out of 108 observed pollinator species. Tail species are rarely abundant [27], but Chironomidae is an exception. At Zackenberg, most were tail species (2010: 9 of 18 spp.; 2011: 11 of 15 spp.) and their abundance is often very high (20–50% of total insect abundance, [47]). The adult life stage of arctic Chironomidae lasts only a few weeks, most adults have reduced biting mouthparts, and their emergence as adults is often very synchronized. Thus the reasons for their occurrence in the tail may be their synchronized short adult life stage and low food intake in adulthood [46] (for other Diptera families, see File S3).

Table 2. Frequency of direct and indirect species interactions and their time delays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>Delay between linked species (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From plant to pollinator</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From pollinator to plant</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean delay</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>Delay between directly linked species (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From core</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From tail</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>Absolute numbers of links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From pollinator to pollinator</td>
<td>1740 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From plant to pollinator</td>
<td>865 (37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From pollinator to plant</td>
<td>683 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From plant to plant</td>
<td>448 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3736 (32%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>Delay between indirectly linked species (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From pollinator to pollinator</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From plant to pollinator</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From pollinator to plant</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From plant to plant</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean delay</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E</th>
<th>Forbidden linkage (pct.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From core</td>
<td>To core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From core</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From tail</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Non-overlapping, late-to-early interactions
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0081694.t002
Conclusions

In summary, our tale of tail goes as follows: The first species to appear in the network at the beginning of the season are those that have the longest phenophase, reach the highest abundance, become generalists and thus act as core species. They become the structural backbone of the network on which biodiversity “hangs” its tails of specialists [27]. Most tail species are only members of the network for a few days, but are succeeded by other topologically equivalent species, i.e. tail species turn-over becomes high. Thus the characteristic tails of specialists observed in a traditional portraiture of static networks are much shorter in the temporal view. Consequently, when static network papers talk about core species surrounded by a swarm of specialists it may be more a result of data accumulation, e.g. [46]. The swarm is a rather temporal series of species linking successively to the core. The tail species are important to the core, because if some drop out of the network, their temporal sequence breaks apart, time windows are opened up, maybe forcing core species to leave, and ultimately fragmenting the network.

With increasing global warming, the network season is prolonged, affecting the coupling between core plants and tail pollinators [49–51]. If the phenophase of core plants is extended beyond that of pollinators, temporal gaps in the sequence of tail pollinators may appear, affecting temporal network dynamics. This may, particularly, have consequences to late-seasonal pollinators also being members of higher trophic levels, such as parasitoids. Thus dissecting the temporal structure of the tail, adds layers of complexity to our general understanding of network behaviour.

The temporality of the network was analysed by measuring the delay for any generic process spreading “information” between directly or indirectly interacting species. Our estimate informs us about potential delays of mutualistic and antagonistic effects among species. Twenty per cent of all connections in the network were impossible and others first became established after considerable delays. This must strongly affect network properties, e.g. robustness. However, we hardly know what we mean when talking about robustness of dynamical networks, but a prerequisite for an analysis is well–resolved data at an adequate scale to the measurement of delays in the transmission of disturbance effects.
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